
QUICK-ENGAGE FLARE AND SWAGE KIT

Kit Contents
1 Bar, 1 Quick-Engage Yoke, 1 Flare Cone 
3/16" to 3/4", 5 Swage Heads 

An innovative spring-loaded 
block holds the tube fi rmly 
in place.

Push down the yoke and with 
fewer rotations, you get a precise 
fl are or swage.

 Ball detents ensure proper and 
precise alignment to guarantee a 
perfect fl are or swage every time.

Extra appendages are hard to come 
by these days.  Instead, opt for the 
all-new hilmor Quick-Engage Flare 
and Swage. Simple setup, precise 
positioning and a secure hold allow 
you to quickly conquer and move on to 
the next job.

Less Work
Allows for faster fl ares and 
swages because it requires 
fewer rotations.

Simple Setup
A clothespin-inspired, spring-
loaded block grips the tube 
securely.

Easy to Position
A tube-stop arrow slides to set 
correct height and positioning, 
while ball detents allow for easy 
fl aring cone alignment.

Scan this QR Code to watch the
Quick-Engage Flare and Swage in action

Product Specifi cations

 Item Number 1838947

 Product Description FS 

 Tube Sizes (O.D.) 3⁄16", 1⁄4", 5⁄16", 3⁄8", 1⁄2", 5⁄8", 3⁄4" 

 Dimensions
 Length 8-1/2"
 Width 4-5/8"
 Height 7-1/2"
 Weight 3.5 lbs.

 Tube Materials Soft Tubing Only
  Copper, Steel, Aluminum, Brass

 Flare Type 45 degree

Quick-Engage Flare and Swage
1838947
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HVAC/R Starter Kit 
1890995

Product Specifications

Item Number 1890995

Product Description KITHVACR

Dimensions
Length 20"
Width 15-1/4"
Height 16-1/2"
Weight 21.7 Ibs.

HVAC/R STARTER KIT

Dual Readout Thermometer 1839106 
hilmor’s Dual Readout Thermometer is  
the industry’s first to offer two digital 
readouts to help simplify the calculation  
of superheat and subcool.

2-Valve Aluminum Manifold 1839134 
This ruggedly durable Aluminum  
Manifold features a forged aluminum  
body and high-impact gauge boots.

60" Hose Set of 3 1839153 
Our hoses are bulked up with an extra  
abrasion-resistant layer and designed  
to work with the newest high-pressure  
refrigerants.

Quick-Engage Flare and Swage 1838947 
Finally, a flaring tool that doesn’t require  
a third arm. Two hands are all it takes to  
flare or swage in seconds.

Tri-Tube Bender 1839027 
From start to final bend, the hilmor  
Tri-Tube Bender has you covered.  
Color-coded sizing makes it simple to  
bend 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" tubes.

Service Wrenches 1839042, 1839046 
Smart features that save your knuckles  
and your time. Plus, a Hex Key Adapter  
for liquid– and suction-based valves.

Get started on the right foot with a few  
of hilmor’s most forward-thinking tools. 

Deburrer 1839052 
Whether it’s inside or outside, copper or plastic, the hilmor 
Deburrer can smooth things over, including OD tubing from  
1/4" to 1-5/8".

Folding Hex Key Set 1839048 
Get full socket contact without our slip-resistant Folding Hex Key 
Set. Sizes include 5/64" to 1/4".

Inspection Mirror 1839051 
Leaks can’t hide anymore. With a handle that extends from 7-3/4" 
to 21-1/2", this telescoping mirror goes above and beyond.

3" Quick-Change Magnetic Nut Driver 1839054 
Don’t get driven nuts. Just drive them. This Nut Driver lets  
you quickly switch between 1/4" and 5/16", the two most 
common sizes.

9 in 1 Multi-Tool 1839053 
Tackle any on-the-job challenge with square, hex and Phillips bits. 
Not to mention a handy valve core remover.

Backpack Tool Bag 1839080 
The hilmor Backpack Tool Bag includes 19 exterior and interior 
pockets. Plus, its sturdy, water-resistant bottom holds up in  
any climate.
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